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Abstract

Hybrid Probabilistic Programs (HPPs) are logic programs that allow the programmer to explicitly encode
his knowledge of the dependencies between events being described in the program. In this paper, we classify
HPPs into three classes called HPP1;HPP2 and HPPr; r � 3. For these classes, we provide three types of
results for HPPs. First, we develop algorithms to compute the set of all ground consequences of an HPP. Then
we provide algorithms and complexity results for the problems of entailment (“Given an HPP P and a query Q
as input, isQ a logical consequenceofP ?”) and consistency(“Given an HPPP as input, isP consistent?”). Our
results provide a fine characterization of when polynomial algorithms exist for the above problems, and when
these problems become intractable.

1 Introduction

Computing the probability of a complex event from the probability of the primitive events constituting it depends
upon the dependences (if any) known to exist between the events being composed. For example, consider two
events e1; e2. The probability, P(e1 ^ e2) of the occurrence of both is events is 0 if the events are mutually
exclusive. However, if the events are independent, thenP(e1 ^ e2) = P(e1)�P(e2). If we are ignorant of the
relationship between these two events, then, as stated by Boole[1], the best we can say about P(e1 ^ e2) is that
it lies in the interval [max(0;P(e1) + P(e2)� 1);min(P(e1);P(e2)].

In short, computing the probability of a complex event depends fundamentally upon our knowledge about the
dependences between the events involved. In [2] we proposed a language called Hybrid Probabilistic (Logic)
Programs (or HPPs, for short), that extended logic programs to deal with diverse types of probabilistic dependen-
cies, and we defined the semantics of such a language. HPPs build upon the idea of an annotated logic program
introduced in [29], and studied extensively by many researchers over the years [8, 18, 16, 11, 10] In this technical
note, we make two classes of contributions.

1. First, we study the complexity of a variety of problems related to the semantics of HPPs. In particular, we
show that the complexity of the entailment problem (answers to queries to HPPs) is polynomial for HPPs
with atomic heads of rules, and in many cases for HPPs with at most two atoms in the heads. However, when
formulas of size three or more are allowed in the heads of the rules, the complexity of query processing
becomes NP-complete. We establish some other complexity results for related problems, such as checking
the consistency of an HPP.

2. Second, we propose a proof system HGRP for HPPs that may be used for query processing. This is a
Hilbert-style proof system and it is shown to be sound and complete. We show that proofs in HGRP are
polynomially bounded in size (this is consistent with the preceding NP-completeness result because the
search space may involve exponentially many derivations each of polynomially bounded length). This is
an interesting and counterintuitive result — it says that (the answers to) all queries to HPPs have at least
one polynomial explanation.�The work of the first author had been partially supported by Russian Fundamental Studies Foundation (Grants 97-01-00973). The other

authors were supported by the Army Research Office under Grants DAAH-04-95-10174, DAAH-04-96-10297, and DAAH04-96-1-0398, by
the Army Research Laboratory under contract number DAAL01-97-K0135, by an NSF Young Investigator award IRI-93-57756, and by a
TASC/DARPA grant J09301S98061.
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Section 2 recapitulates the syntax and semantics of HPPs as described in [2]. In Section 3, we describe results on
the computation complexity of HPPs. Section 4 introduces the proof system HGRP and shows it is sound and
complete, while Section 5 presents results showing the proofs in HGRP are polynomially bounded.

2 Background

The aim of this section is to describe the syntax and semantics of HPPs — the content of this section is not new and
overviews results in [2]. HPPs are based on an abstract class of functions called probabilistic strategies. Associ-
ated with each such strategy s, we can introduce a new “conjunction like” connective ^s and a new “disjunction
like” connective, _s, which may then be used to define a syntax for HPPs.

2.1 Probabilistic Strategies (p-strategies)

It is well-known that the probability of a compound event may be an interval, rather than a point even if point
probabilities are known for the primitive events involved. This was first shown by Boole[1] in 1854. Thus, p-
strategies will be defined on intervals – points, in any case, are special cases of intervals.

Let C[0; 1]denote the set of all closed intervals of [0; 1]. If [a; b] 2 C[0; 1]; [c; d]2 C[0; 1] then we write [a; b]�t[c; d] if a � c and b � d.

Definition 1 A probabilistic strategy (p-strategy) is a pair of functions: � = hc;mdi, such that:

1. c : C[0; 1]� C[0; 1] �! C[0; 1] is called a probabilistic composition function if it satisfies the following
axioms:

(a) Commutativity : c([a1; b1]; [a2; b2]) = c([a2; b2]; [a1; b1])
(b) Associativity : c(c([a1; b1]; [a2; b2]); [a3; b3]) = c([a1; b1]; c([a2; b2]; [a3; b3]))
(c) Monotonicity : c([a1; b1]; [a2; b2]) � c([a3; b3]; [a2; b2]) if[a1; b1] � [a3; b3]
(d) Separation:there exist two functionsc1 and c2 such that c([a1; b1]; [a2; b2]) = (c1(a1; a2); c2(b1; b2))

2. md : C[0; 1] �! C[0; 1] is called a maximal interval function.

Intuitively, a composition function determines, given the probability ranges of two events, the probability range
of their (either and- or or-composition). A max-interval functionmd returns the best estimate for the probability
of simple event given the probability of a compound event. For the discussion on why we specify max-interval
functions as above see [2].

The two combinations of events we plan on dealing with are conjunctions of events and disjunction of events.
Among all possible p-strategies, we identify conjunctive and disjunctive p-strategies, which will handle the com-
putation of probabilities of these two combinations respectively.

Since composition functions are both commutative and associative, all terms constructed by applications of
composition function c to n � 2 intervals �1 = [a1; b1]; : : : ; �n = [an; bn] will have the same value which we
will denote as c(�1; : : : ; �n) with it’s lower bound c1(a1; :::; an) and upper bound c2(b1; :::; bn). For technical
reasons it’s convenient in the case n = 1 for any � = [a; b] to set c(�) = �; c1(a) = a and c2(b) = b:
Definition 2 Conjunctive and Disjunctive p-strategies

A p-strategy < c; d > is called conjunctive (disjunctive) if it satisfies the following axioms:

Axiom Conjunctive Disjunctive
Bottomline c([a1; b1]; [a2; b2]) � [min(a1; a2);min(b1; b2)] c([a1; b1]; [a2; b2]) � [max(a1; a2);max(b1; b2)]
Identity c([a; b]; [1; 1]) = [a; b] c([a; b]; [0; 0]) = [a; b]
Annihilator c([a; b]; [0; 0]) = [0; 0] c([a; b]; [1; 1]) = [1; 1]
Max.Interval md([a; b]) = [a; 1] md([a; b]) = [0; b]
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For a more complete discussion of the axioms we refer the reader to [2].

Example 1 Below are some examples of p-strategies. We provide definitions of composition functions only, since
max-interval functions are defined uniquely by the type of p-strategy [2].� inc:

p-strategies for independence assumption
Conjunctive: cinc([a; b]; [c; d]) = [ac; bd]
Disjunctive: cind([a; b]; [c; d]) = [a+ c� ac; b+ d� bd].� igc: p-strategies for ignorance assumption
Conjunctive: cigc([a; b]; [c; d]) = [max(0; a+ c� 1);min(b; d)]
Disjunctive: cigd([a; b]; [c; d]) = [max(a; c);min(1; b+ d)].� pcc: p-strategies for positive correlation assumption
Conjunctive: cpcc([a; b]; [c; d]) = [min(a; c);min(b; d)]
Disjunctive: cpcd([a; b]; [c; d]) = [max(a; c);max(b; d)].� p-strategies for negative correlation assumption
Disjunctive: cncd([a; b]; [c; d]) = [min(a+ c; 1);min(b + d; 1)]

Since in this paper we investigate complexity of some algorithmic problems related to HPPs all the interval
bounds are supposed to be rational numbers in interval [0; 1] represented for example by finite binary numbers. It
is easy to see that composition functions cinc; cigc and cigd specified by Example 1 as well as a number of other
examples of strategies presented in [2] are computable in polynomial time with respect to the length of their ar-
guments. To make our results independent of complexity of particular strategies we will suppose bellow that the
computation of a composition function for each p-strategy is provided by some oracle, or in other words can be
done in constant time. This way, all bounds obtained in this paper should be multiplied by the complexity of com-
puting the composition. However, for composition functions computable in polynomial time such multiplication
will not result in the change in the polynomiality (deterministic or nondeterministic) of the bounds.

2.2 Syntax of hp-programs

Let L be a language which has predicate, variable and constant symbols, but has no function symbols. Let BL be
the set of all ground atoms of L.

In hybrid probabilistic programs, we assume the existence of an arbitrary, but fixed set of conjunctive and dis-
junctive p-strategies. The programmer may augment this set with new strategies when s/he needs new ones for
their application. The following definition says that each strategy has an associated conjunction operator, and a
disjunction operator.

Definition 3 Let CONJ be a finite set of conjunctive p-strategies and DISJ be a finite set of disjunctive p-
strategies. LetS denoteCONJ[DISJ If � 2 CONJ then a connective^� is called an�-annotated conjunction
If � 2 DISJ , connective _� is called an �-annotated disjunction

Hybrid basic formulas, defined below, are either conjunctions of atoms, or disjunctions of atoms (but not mixes
of both) w.r.t. a single connective.

Definition 4 Let � be a conjunctive p-strategy, �0 be a disjunctive p-strategy and A1; : : : ; Ak be distinct atoms.
Then A1 ^� : : :^� Ak and A1 _�0 A2 : : :_�0 Ak are called hybrid basic formulas. Suppose bf�(BL) denotes the
set of all ground hybrid basic formulas for the _� and^� connectives. Let bfS(BL) = [�2Sbf�(BL). Similarly,bfCONJ = [�2CONJ bf�(BL) and bfDISJ = [�2DISJ bf�(BL).
We define a notion of annotations inductively as follows: (1) Any real number or variable over real numbers is
an annotation term. (2) If f is an interpreted function over the reals of arity k and t1; : : : ; tk are annotation terms,
then f(t1; : : : ; tk) is an annotation term. An annotation is pair [at1; at2] where at1; at2 are annotation terms.
Thus, for instance, [0:5; 0:6], [0::5; V+12 ] are both annotations.
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Definition 5 A hybrid probabilistic annotated basic formula (hp-annotated basic formula) is an expression of
the form B : � where B is a hybrid basic formula and � is an annotation.

Intuitively, if B : � is ground, this says that the probability of B being true is in the interval �.

Definition 6 Let B0; B1; : : : ; Bk be hybrid basic formulas. Let �0; �1; : : : ; �k be annotations. A hybrid proba-
bilistic clause (hp-clause ) is a construction of the form:B0 : �0  B1 : �1 ^ : : :^Bk : �k
Informally speaking, the above rule is read: “If the probabilityofB1 falls in the interval �1 and � � � the probability
of Bk falls within the interval �k, then the probability of B0 falls within the interval �0. Note that it is entirely
possible that Bi uses a connective ^� corresponding to a particular (conjunctive) p-strategy, whileBj may use a
connective _�0 corresponding to some other disjunctive p-strategy. HPPs allow mixing and matching of different
kinds of p-strategies, both in the Bi’s in the body of a rule, as well as in B0 - the head of a rule.

Definition 7 A hybrid probabilistic program (hp-program ) over set S of p-strategies is a finite set of hp-clauses
involving only connectives from S.

An hp-program is ground iff its every clause is ground, i.e. all its clauses do not contain neither variables nor
variable annotations.

2.3 Fixpoint and Model Theory for hp-programs

In this chapter, we briefly describe the model theory underlying HPPs. [2] contains a more comprehensive de-
scription. Before proceeding further we first introduce some notation for “splitting” a complex formula into two
parts.

Definition 8 Let F = F1 �� : : : �� Fn, G = G1 �� : : : �� Gk, H = H1 �� : : : �� Hm where � 2 f^;_g. We will
write G�� H = F (or G�H if the p-strategy � is irrelevant) iff:

1. fG1; : : : ; Gkg [ fH1; : : : ;Hmg = fF1; : : : ; Fng and

2. fG1; : : : ; Gkg \ fH1; : : : ;Hmg = ;.
3. k > 0 and m > 0.

The analog of an Herbrand interpretation in classical logic programs is what we call a hybrid formula function.

Definition 9 A functionh : bfS (BL) �! C[0; 1], is called a hybrid formula function iff it satisfies the following
three conditions:

1. Commutativity. If F = G1 �� G2 then h(F ) = h(G1 �� G2).
2. Composition. If F = G1 �� G2 then h(F ) � c�(h(G1); h(G2)).
3. Decomposition. For any basic formula F , h(F ) � md�(h(F �� G)) for all � 2 S and G 2 bfS(BL).
From the first condition it follows that h(F ) = h(F 0) for any F and F 0 which are permutations of one another.

This property of models allows us, in fact not to distinguish between the formulas and the sets of atoms they are
composed of together with a strategy attached. Second condition states that the probability of a complex formula
is bounded by the probabilities of its subformulas. Conversely, the third condition bounds the probability of a
subformula by the probability of a formula it is a part of.

We are now in a position to specify what it means for a hybrid basic formula function to satisfy a formula.
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Definition 10 Satisfaction. Let h be a hybrid basic formula function, F 2 bfS (BL), � 2 C[0; 1]. We say that� h j= F : � iff h(F ) � �.� h j= F1 : �1 ^ : : :^ Fn : �n iff (8 1�j�n)h j= Fj : �j .� h j= F : � � F1 : �1 ^ : : :^ Fn : �n iff either h j= F : � or h 6j= F1 : �1 ^ : : :^ Fn : �n.� h j= (9x)(F : �) iff h j= F (t=x) : � for some ground term t.� h j= (8x)(F : �) iff h j= F (t=x) : � for every ground term t.
A formula function h is called a model of an hp-program P (h j= P ) iff (h j= C) for all clauses C 2 P .

As usual, we say that F : � is a consequence of P iff for every model h of P , it is the case that h(F ) � �.

It is possible for a hybrid formula function h to assign ; to some formula. When h(F ) = ;, h is “saying” thatF ’s probability lies in the empty set. This corresponds to an inconsistency because, by definition, nothing is in
the empty set.

Definition 11 Formula function h is called fully defined iff 8(F 2 bfS (BL))(h(F ) 6= ;).
Now we introduce the fixpoint semantics for the hp-programs. OperatorSP is a preliminary operator, restricted

only to the clauses which have the same head as the argument. It is then extended to full fixpoint operator TP
Definition 12 Let P be a hybrid probabilistic program. Operator SP : HFF �! HFF is defined as follows
(where F is a basic formula): SP (h)(F ) = \M where M = f��jF : � � F1 : �1^: : :^Fn : �n is a ground
instance of some clause in P ;� is a ground substitution of annotation variables and (8j � n)h(Fj) � �j�g ifM = ; SP (h)(F ) = [0; 1].

We use the definition of SP to define the immediate consequence operator TP .

Definition 13 Let P be a hybrid probabilistic program. We inductively define operator TP : HFF �! HFF
as follows:

1. Let F be an atomic formula.� if SP (h)(F ) = ; then TP (h)(F ) = ;.� if SP (h)(F ) 6= ;, then let M = fh��; �ij(F �� G) : � � F1 : �1 ^ : : :^ Fn : �n where �
is a ground substitution for the annotation varables and i 2 S and (8j � n)h(Fj) � �j�g. We

define TP (h)(F ) = (\fmd�(��)jh��; ii 2Mg) \ SP (h)(F ).
2. (F not atomic) Let F = F1 �� : : : �� Fn.

Let M 0 = fh��; �ijD1 �� : : : �� Dk : � � E1 : �1 ^ : : :Em : �m 2 ground(P );(81 � j � m)h(Ej) � �j; fF1; : : : ; Fng � fD1; : : :Dkg; n < kg
Then:TP (h)(F ) = SP (h)(F )\ (\fc�(TP (h)(G); TP (h)(H))jG��H = Fg)\ (\fmd�(��)jh��; ii 2M 0g)

In [2] it was shown that both SP and TP are monotonic if the annotations of the atoms in P are constant.

Definition 14 1. T 0P = h? where ? is the atomic function that assigns [0; 1] to all ground atoms A.

2. T�P = TP (T��1P ) where � is a successor ordinal whose predecessor is denoted by �� 1.

3. T P = tfT�P j� < g, where  is limit ordinal.
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In [2], we showed that given any HPP P , we could associate with P , an operator TP , that maps hybrid formula
functions to hybrid formula functions. We recapitulate its definition here.

Theorem 1 Let P be any hp-program. Then:

1. h is a model of P iff TP (h) � h.

2. P has a model iff lfp(TP ) is fully defined.

3. If lfp(TP ) is fully defined, then it is the least model of P , and F : � is a logical consequence of P ifflfp(TP ) � �.

The above results ties together, the fixpoint theory and the model theoretical characterizations of hp-programs,
regardless of which p-strategies occur in the hp-program being considered.

In what follows we will consider only ground hp-programs. It is clear that for any such program P , the least
fixpoint of its TP operator, lfp(TP ) is achieved in a finite number of iterations, i.e., at least, lfp(TP ) = T!P . For
brevity we will denote lfp(TP ) as hP .

3 Algorithms and Complexity of ground HPPs

In this section, we will develop algorithms, and associated complexity results, for three kinds of HPP problems.

1. Computation: We will first study (Section 3.1) the problem of computing the set of all ground basic for-
mulas that are logical consequences of an HPP P .

2. Entailment: Second (in Section 3.2), given a queryQ and an HPPP as input, we will study the complexity
of checking if Q is a logical consequence of P .

3. Consistency: Finally, in Section 3.3, given as input, a HPPP , we will examine the complexity of checking
if P is consistent.

Obviously, these three problems are closely related to one another.

3.1 Complexity of model computation

Let P be a ground hp-program over the set of atoms fA1; :::; ANg.
Definition 15 For a clause C � F : � F1 : �1 �� : : : �� Fn : �n 2 P letactP (C) = minfijT iP (Fj) � �j (1 � j � n)g:
In other words, actP (C) denotes the minimal step i at which C becomes active (i.e., just after all formulas in the
body of C are satisfied). Let FiredP (i) denote the set fCjactP (C) = ig.

The following result provides us with an exact bound on the number of steps required to compute the fixpoint
of the TP operator.

Lemma 1 1. If for some i we have FiredP (i) = FiredP (i+ 1) = ;, then lfp(TP ) = T i+1P (h?)
2. If P consists of m ground clauses then lfp(TP ) = hP = T 2mP .

The following example demonstrates that the bound of 2m in Lemma 1.2 cannot be decreased.
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Example 2 Let igc and inc be the ignorance and independence strategies defined in Example 1. Let us consider
the following program P :r0 : a ^igc b0 : [0:5; 1]  r1 : b1 : [0:5; 1]  a ^inc b0 : [0:5; 1]r2 : b2 : [0:5; 1]  b0 ^inc b1 : [0:52; 1]� � �ri+1 : bi+1 : [0:5; 1]  b0 ^inc b1 ^inc : : :^inc bi : [0:5i+1; 1]� � �rn : bn : [0:5; 1]  b0 ^inc b1 ^inc : : :^inc bn�1 : [0:5n; 1]P consists of n+ 1 rules r0; r1; :::rn. It easy to check that actP (ri) = 2i+ 1 for every 0 � i � n: ThenT 1P (a) = T 1P (b0) = [0:5; 1];and for i > 1 T 2i+1P (bi) = [0:5; 1]and at the step 2(i+1) we have T 2(i+1)P (b0^indb1 ^ind : : :^ind bi) = [0:5i+1; 1]. Hence, it takes 2(n+ 1) steps to get hP .

The following lemma shows how one can compute T i+1P knowing T iP .

Lemma 2 Let P be an hp-program.

1. For any atomic formula FT i+1P (F ) = T iP (F ) \ (\fmd�(�)jh�; �i 2M i+1g) \ (\f�jF : � � Body 2 FiredP (i)g)
where M i+1 = fh�; �ij(F �� G) : � � Body 2 FiredP (i)g

2. For any non-atomic formula FT i+1P (F ) = T iP (F ) \ (\f�jF : � � Body 2 FiredP (i)g) \ (\fmd�(�)jh�; �i 2M i+1g)\(\fc�(T i+1P (G); T i+1P (H))jG�� H = Fg)
Given a basic formulaG, we define the width(G) to be the number of atoms in G.
Given an hp-clause C = B0 : �0  B1 : �1 ^ : : : ^ Bk : �k, we say that the head-width of C is the width ofB0, and the body-width of C is maxfwidth(B1); : : : ; width(Bk)g.

We may now define a hierarchy of subclasses of HPPs in terms of the head/body widths of the clauses involved.

Definition 16 Let HPPk;r denote the class of HPP-programs P such that for all clauses C 2 P , the head-width
of C is less than or equal to k and the body-width of C is less than or equal to r. Let HPPk = Sr�0HPPk;r:
Algorithm LFP below shows how we may compute the least fixpoint of TP for class HPPk;r.
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Algorithm LFP.
Input: P 2 HPPk;r , N � max(k; r), m - number of clauses in P , F1; : : : FM - all formulas of width � N ,
lexicographically ordered.
Output: table t2m(Fk), 1 � k �M .

BEGIN (algorithm)
1. FOR j = 1 TO M DO t0(Fj) := [0; 1];
2. FOR i = 0 TO 2m� 1 DO

BEGIN
3. FOR EACH C = G : � G1 : �1 ^ : : : ^Gn : �l 2 P such that for all 1 � j � n ti(Gj) � �j DO

BEGIN
4. ti+1(G) := ti(G) \ �;
5. delete C from P ;
6. FOR EACH H included in G, i.e. G = H �� H 0 DO

7. ti+1(H) := ti(H) \md�(�);
END

8. FOR j = 1 TO M DO
9. FOR k = j + 1 TO M DO
10. IF Fk = Fj �� Fl (for some l < k)

11. THEN ti+1(Fk) := ti+1(Fk) \ ci(ti+1(Fj); ti+1(Fl));
END

END.

The following theorem proves that algorithm LFP is a correct way of computing the least fixpoint of TP for
class HPPk;r and establishes its complexity.

Theorem 2 Let P be any program in HPPk;r with m clauses. Let a be the number of different atoms in P , s
be the number of different strategies in P , and N � maxfk; rg. Then Algorithm LFP computes hP on all the
formulas of bfS(BL) of width� N in time O(2m(2saN )2) = O(m(saN )2):
The proof of this result is long and complex, and uses the property that for every i = 0; 1; : : : ; 2m and for everyk = 1; : : :M , the quantity ti(Fk) in algorithm LFP coincides with T iP (Fk) and therefore t2m(Fk) = hP (Fk).

It is important to note that this theorem tells us that computing the least fixpoint of an HPP is exponential in the
width of the largest formula of interest. In other words, if we were to develop an implementation of HPPs, and
we required that no basic formulas of length greater than � for some fixed � are allowed, then the above theorem
yields a polynomial result. This is a reasonable assumption, as we do not expect that formulas of width greater
than some small constant (e.g., 4) would be of interest in any practical application. This is stated in the following
corollary.

Corollary 1 Let P be any hp-program, and suppose � is a fixed bound on the width of basic formulas occurring
in P . Then hP can be computed in polynomial time of size of P for all formulas of width� �.

Note: It is important to note that all the results of this subsection are valid for HPPs over p-strategies satisfying
axioms (a)-(c) of Definition 1. Satisfaction of axiom (d) is not required.

3.2 Complexity of Entailment

While it is important to know the complexity of computing the entire model of an HPP, it is really the entailment
problem which gets solved over and over when queries are asked to the program. In this section we will consider
the complexity of entailment problem on HPPs: given a consistent program P and a query F : �, check whetherP j= F : �. The problem of determining the consistency of an HPP is studied in Section 3.3.

In order to carry out our analysis of the entailment problem, we will split this subsection into three parts based
on the syntax of HPPs.
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� In Section 3.2.1, we will analyze what happens when we consider HPPs in the class HPP1 — such HPPs
only have atomic annotated atoms in rule heads, though the bodies may contain arbitrarily complex basic
formulas.� In Section 3.2.2, we will analyze what happens when we consider HPPs in the class HPPr for r � 3.� In Section 3.2.3, we will analyze what happens when we consider HPPs in the class HPP2.

As usual we fix some standard encoding which is used to represent programs and queries. If P is an HPP,jP j will denote the size of the representation of P in this encoding, and similarly, if F : � is an annotated basic
formula, jF : �j will denote the size of its representation. The complexity results in the sections that follow will
be relative to jP j and jF : �j.
3.2.1 Algorithms and Complexity for Entailment w.r.t. HPP1
Below, we show that if we consider the class HPP1 containing only atoms in rule heads, then we can specialize
algorithm LFP to a better algorithm, LFP1 for computing the least fixpoint of TP .

Algorithm LFP1.
Input: P 2 HPP1, m – number of clauses in P , F1; : : : ; FM - lexicographical enumeration of all formulas in P ,F = A1 �� : : : �� An, Ai 2 BL; i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.
Output: �0 - a subinterval of [0; 1]
BEGIN

(1) FOR j = 1 TO M DO t(Fj) := [0; 1];
(2) FOR i = 0 TO 2m� 1 DO

BEGIN
(3) FOR EVERY C = G : � G1 : �1; :::;Gl : �l 2 P such that t(Gj) � �j for all 1 � j � l DO

BEGIN
(4) t(G) := t(G) \ �;
(5) delete C from P

END
(6) FOR k = 1 TO M DO
(7) IF Fk = B1 �� ::: �� Br; r > 0; Bj is an atom for all 1 � j � r
(8) THEN t(Fk) := c�(t(B1); :::; t(Br));

END;
(9) �0 := c�(t(A1); : : : ; t(An))

END. (algorithm)

The following result specifies that the above algorithm may be directly used to check if an annotated basic
formula F : � is entailed by an HPP P 2 HPP1. Find the value �0 returned by AlgorithmLFP1 — if �0 � �,
then P j= F : �, else it does not.

Theorem 3 For any program P 2 HPP1 and annotated basic formula F : � the entailment problem “P j= F :�” is solvable in time O(jP j2+ jF : �j) via Algorithm LFP1.

3.2.2 Algorithms and Complexity for Entailment w.r.t. HPPr; r � 3
In this section, we will develop algorithms and provide complexity results for checking entailment when we con-
sider hybrid probabilistic programs for HPPr when r � 3. The main results in this section are : (i) a nondeter-
ministic polynomial algorithm to compute entailment for arbitrary HPPs in HPPr; r � 3, and (ii) proof that this
problem is NP-complete.

We start our analysis by first considering the class HPP 0 of HPPs that only consist of facts, i.e. all rules in
such HPPs have an empty body. Proposition 1 below is an important technical proposition that may be used to
develop an algorithm for entailment in class HPP 0. This in turn may be used to show that entailment for arbitrary
consistent HPPs (including HPPs not in class HPP 0) is in class NP.
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Proposition 1 Let P 2 HPP 0 be a program consisting ofm clauses C1; :::; Cm with empty bodies: Ck = Hk :[ak; bk]; k = 1; :::;m: Then for every formula F = B1 �� ::: �� Bn; (n � 1; Bj is an atom, 1 � j � n); and a
number 0 � x � 1 :

1. P j= F : [0; x] iff there are k � 1 numbers x1; :::; xk and such partition of F into k subformulas F =F1 �� ::: �� Fk that:

(i) each Fi is either some head Hk and xi � bk, or it is a subformula of some head Hk = Fi �� H0k andmd�([ak; bk]) � [0; xi], and

(ii) c2�(x1; :::; xk) � x:
2. P j= F : [x; 1] iff there are k numbers x1; :::; xk and such partition of F into k subformulas F = F1 ��::: �� Fk that:

(i) each Fi is either some head Hk and xi � ak, or a subformula of some head Hk = Fi �� H0k andmd�([ak; bk]) � [xi; 1], and

(ii) c1�(x1; :::; xk) � x:
Proposition 1 allows us to use the followingnondeterministic algorithm to check entailment for hybrid probabilis-
tic programs in class HPP 0.

Algorithm Ent-HPP0
Input: program P 2 HPP 0, formula F = B1 �� ::: �� Bn , and an interval [a; b].

1. Guess such k � width(F ), sequence of bounds x1; :::; xk and partition F = F1 �� ::: �� Fk which satisfy
conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.(1) for x = b.

2. Guess such k � width(F ), sequence of bounds x1; :::; xk and partition F = F1 �� ::: �� Fk which satisfy
conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.(2) for x = a.

3. If both attempts are successful then output “Yes”.

The following lemma which uses Proposition 1 establishes correctness of Algorithm Ent-HPP0 and its com-
plexity.

Lemma 3 (1) For any consistent hp-programP 2 HPP 0 and any query F : [a; b] algorithm Ent-HPP 0 output
“Yes” iff P j= F : [a; b].
(2) Algorithm Ent-HPP 0 works in nondeterministic polynomial time.

Let P 2 HPP consists of m clauses C1; :::; Cm and Cj = Hj : �j  � bodyj. For 0 � i � 2m we define an
hp-program Pi 2 HPP 0 as Pi = fHj : �jjact(Cj) � ig. The following important lemma shows us that it is
possible to reduce the entailment problem for all HPP s to the entailment problem for the subclass HPP 0.
Lemma 4 (1) For every 0 � i � 2m� 1 and any formula F Pi j= F : T i+1P (F ).
(2) For every 0 � i � 2m and any clause Cj = (Hj : �j  � F1 : �1 ^ :::^ Fr : �r) 2 PCj 2 Fired(i + 1) iff Pi j= Fl : �l for all l = 1; :::; r.
(3) For any query F : �P j= F : � iff P2m j= F : �.

We are now ready to present a generic algorithm, Algorithm Ent-HPP, that computes entailment by HPPs.
The following result establishes that algorithm Ent-HPP correctly computes entailment in nondeterministic

polynomial time.

Lemma 5 Algorithm Ent-HPP determines nondeterministically if P j= F : [a; b] in polynomial time.
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Algorithm Ent-HPP
Input: program P 2 HPP , consisting of m clauses C1; :::;Cm of the form Cj = Hj : �j  � F j1 : �1 ^ :::^ F jrj ,
formula F = B1 �� ::: �� Bn , and an interval [a; b].
(1) P0 := fHj : �jjbody of Cj is emptyg;
(2) FOR i = 1 TO 2m DO

(3) guess Fired(i);
(4) FOR EACH Cj 2 FiredP (i) DO

(5) FOR l = 1 TO rj DO
(6) Call Ent-HPP 0(Pi; F jl : �l);

(7) END DO
(8) END DO
(9) Pi := Pi�1 [ fHj : �j jCj 2 Fired(i)g

(10) END DO
(11) Call Ent-HPP 0(P2m; F : [a; b])
(12) Output ”Yes” if all (nondeterministic) calls of Ent-HPP 0 were successful.

An immediate consequence of the above result is the claim that the entailment problem for HPPs is in NP.

Theorem 4 The entailment problem for the class of consistent HPPs belongs to NP.

The following result shows that the problem of entailment in HPPs is NP-complete even when we only consider
head-widths of size 3, and rule bodies are forced to be empty (which occurs when we set body-widths to 0).

Theorem 5 The entailment problem is NP-complete for the class HPP3;0:
The proof of NP-hardness of the entailment problem can be obtained, by reducing a well-known NP-complete
problem 3-Dimensional Matching to it.

The proof of Theorem 5 allows us immediately infer the following result.

Corollary 2 The entailment problem is NP-complete for the classes HPP and HPPk;r(k � 3):
3.2.3 Algorithms and Complexity for Entailment w.r.t. HPP2
So far we have have shown that entailment problem is polynomial for hp-programs inHPP1 and is NP-complete
for hp-programs in HPPk, k � 3. We now turn our attention to HPP2. Here, our results are most interesting
— it will turn out that for many different types of p-strategies, the entailment problem is polynomially solvable,
though this does not appear to be the case for all p-strategies.

Recall that given a graph G = (V;E), a matching[17] is a set E0 � E such that no two edges in E0 share a
common vertex. A matching E0 is maximal iff every edge in (E � E0) shares a vertex with some edge in E0. IfV = 2m, we say a matching E is complete iff every vertex v 2 V is the endpoint of some edge ev 2 E0. It will
turn out that entailment is polynomial time equivalent to the following generalized matching problem on general
graphs.

Generalized weighted matching problem

Given an edge-weighted, undirected graphG = hV;E;wi and a goal weight combination function c, find a com-
plete matching for which the goal function on weights of selected edges is maximized (minimized) .

More formally, we define two classes of “yes-no” matching problems:GWMmax(c) = fG = hV;E;w : E ! [0; 1]i; B 2 [0; 1]jjV j = 2mg and there exists a complete matchingfe1; : : : ; emg � E such that c(w(e1); : : : ; w(em)) � Bg andGWMmin(c) = fG = hV;E;w : E ! [0; 1]i; B 2 [0; 1]jjV j = 2mg and there exists a complete matchingfe1; : : : ; emg � E such that c(w(e1); : : : ; w(em)) � Bg.
To show that entailment in HPPs is polynomial-time equivalent to the above generalized matching problem,

we need to show that each problem can be polynomially reduced to the other.
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Reducing Entailment to Generalized weighted matching. In order to reduce the entailment problem, we can
use the composition function c = hc1; c2i to create a generalized weighted matching which uses the c1, c2 as goal
weight combination functions. Recall that as p-strategies are commutative and associative, we can consider them
to be functions of any number of arguments.

Theorem 6 Let P 2 HPP2 use probabilistic strategies with combination functions c = hc1; c2i where c1 2C1; c2 2 C2 for some sets of functions C1 and C2. Then the entailment problem for P and annotated basic
formulaF : � is polynomiallyreducible to the problemsGWMmax(c1) andGWMmin(c2), where c1 2 C1; c2 2C2.

Conversely, any generalized weighted matching problem whose associated goal function satisfies axioms (a)-(d)
of Definition 1 may be polynomially reduced to an equivalent entailment problems for hp-programs of HPP2;0.
Theorem 7 Any generalized weighted matching problem for goal functions, satisfying axioms (a)-(d) of Defini-
tion 1 , is reducible in polynomial time to entailment problems for hp-programs of HPP2;0.
It is well-known [17] that weighted matching problem is solvable in polynomial time for the sum of edges weights.
This allows to get effective algorithms for almost all of strategies considered in [2].

Corollary 3 The entailment problem for the class of HPP2 programs over strategies S = finc; igc; pcc,igd; pcd; ncdg is solvable in polynomial time.

The above result is interesting because it provides polynomial results for programs in HPP2 for all composition
strategies studied in [2] — in fact, we have been unable to find a single composition strategy for which entailment
for the class of HPP2 programs is not polynomial. This leads to an interesting open question.

Open question. Is there polynomial time computable composition function c = (c1; c2) satisfying axioms (a)-
(d) for which generalized matching problem GWMmin(c2) (GWMmax(c1)) is NP-complete? If so, we would
know that there are some polynomially computable composition functions for which the entailment problem for
programs in HPP2 is NP-complete.

3.3 Algorithms and Complexity Results for the Consistency Problem

In this section, we establish the complexity of determining if an HPP is consistent, i.e. is there a hybrid formula
function h that satisfies all rules in P ? As in the case of the Entailment Problem, we will split our work into three
cases — where programs are from HPP1, from HPP2 and from HPP3 or larger.

3.3.1 Algorithms and Complexity for Consistency w.r.t. HPP1
It is easy to see that even a simpleHPP1 program containing two simple facts, viz. a : [0; 0]; a : [1; 1]; is incon-
sistent. The complicated interactions between logic and probabilities can engender more devious inconsistencies
in HPPs.

The following result tells us that to check if P is consistent, if our language allows n ground atoms, we need
to create only all ground basic formulas F containing all the n atoms and check if hP (F ) 6= ; for them. If so, P
is guaranteed to be consistent.

Lemma 6 Let P 2 HPP over set S = f�1; : : : ; �mg of p-strategies and letA = fA1; : : : ; Ang be all the atoms
found inP . Then P is consistent iff for all formulasFi of formFi = A1��i : : :��iAn, i = 1; : : : ;m, hP (Fi) 6= ;.

However, for programs from the class HPP1, the situation with checking consistency is much simpler. As it
turns out, it is sufficient to check for consistency only formulas of length 1, i.e. atoms.

Theorem 8 Given a program P 2 HPP1 its consistency can be established in polynomial time.
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The proof is based on the following lemma which says that when a program P 2 HPP1 is inconsistent, then
there exists a ground atom A such that hP (A) = ;.
Lemma 7 Let P 2 HPP1. If P is inconsistent, then there exists an atom A 2 BL such that

1. A is the head of at least one rule in P and

2. hP (A) = ;.
Using the result of the lemma, we can now present the following polynomial algorithm, based on AlgorithmLFP1 from Theorem 3 for consistency check:

Algorithm Consistency Check for HPP1.� Run AlgorithmLFP1 until t(A) = ; for some A 2 BL. If such an A exists, then P is inconsistent.� If Algorithm LFP1 finished successfully, then P is consistent.

3.3.2 Algorithms and Complexity for Consistency w.r.t. HPP2
It would be nice if result similar to Lemma 7 held when we consider programs with complex formulas in the
heads. However, the following example shows that even for P 2 HPP2;0 the shortest inconsistent formula can
be longer than the longest head of the rule.

Example 3 Let P be a ^ind b : [0:5; 0:7] � c ^ind d : [0:3; 0:48] �a ^ind c : [0:6; 1] � b ^ind d : [0:8; 1] �
We can easily compute hP = lfp(TP ):hP (a) = [0:6; 1] hP (b) = [0:8; 1]hP (c) = [0:6; 1] hP (d) = [0:8; 1]hP (a ^ind b) = [0:5; 0:7] hP (a ^ind c) = [0:6; 1]hP (a ^ind d) = [0:4; 1] hP (b ^ind c) = [0:48; 1]hP (b ^ind d) = [0:8; 1] hP (c ^ind d) = [0:48; 0:48]
However, hP (a^ind b^ind c^ind d) � cind(hP (a^ind b); hP (c^ind d))\ cind(hP (a^ind c); hP (b^ind d)) =[0:5 � 0:48; 0:7 � 0:48]\ [0:6 � 0:8; 1 � 1] = [0:24; 0:336]\ [0:48; 1] = ;.

The following result tells us that the inconsistency problem for HPP2 is polynomially reducible to the gener-
alized weighted matching problem.

Theorem 9 Inconsistency problem for HPP2 is polynomially reducible to GWMmin and GWMmax.

This is an important result, because we know that for many generalized weighted matching problems, polynomial
algorithms exist. We may therefore immediately state the following corollary.

Corollary 4 Let P be any HPP2 program over the set of p-strategies finc; igc; pcc; igd; pcd; ncdg. Then the
consistency problem for P is solvable in polynomial time.
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3.3.3 Algorithms and Complexity for Consistency w.r.t. HPPr; r � 3
We are now ready to examine the general consistency problem. Checking if an arbitrary HPP is inconsistent may
be performed by the nondeterministic algorithm InCon below.

Algorithm InCon.
Input. An arbitrary HPP P .

1. Guess the shortest “inconsistent” formula F .

2. Guess two partitions of F into G1 �� : : : �� Gm and H1 �� : : : �� Hk two sets of numbers: x1; : : : ; xm andy1; : : : ; yk , 0 � xi; yj � 1 such that c1�(x1; : : : ; xm) > c2�(y1; : : : yk).
3. Using Algorithm Ent-HPP check that for all i 2 f1; : : :mg P j= Gi : [0; xi] and all j 2 f1; : : : kg P j= Hj :[yj; 1].
4. If all calls to Algorithm Ent-HPP of previous step are successful then output “Yes”.

The following result shows that for arbitrary HPPs, the problem of checking if an HPP is inconsistent is NP-
complete.

Theorem 10 The inconsistency problem for HPP is NP-complete.

An immediate corollary is that the consistency problem for arbitrary HPPs is co-NP-complete.

Corollary 5 Consistency problem for HPP is co-NP-complete.

4 Proof Procedure

In this section, we present a sound and complete proof procedure for HPPs. The first proof procedure for proba-
bilistic programs, introduced in [2] and [25] is based upon expanding the program P to a larger set of clauses (a
closure of the program) and then resolving queries against that set. Since this procedure is computationally inef-
ficient, other tabulation based proof procedures have also been developed. Here, we present a Hilbert-style proof
system for ground hp-programs which guarantees that all proofs are polynomially bounded in length ! This is
consistent with the preceding NP-completeness result because the search space may involve exponentially many
derivations each of polynomially bounded length. This is an interesting and counterintuitive result — it says that
(the answers to) all queries to HPPs have at least one polynomial explanation. This is not true of classical logic
proof systems [31] as well as proof systems for most nonmonotonic logics.

4.1 System HGRP
Let us now define the axioms and inference rules of the proof system, HGRP .

Definition 17 Let P be a ground hp-program over set S of p-strategies. We define the
formal system HGRP as follows:

1. Axioms of HGRP are all expressions of the form:A : [0; 1]
where A 2 BL.

2. Inference Rules. There are 7 types of inference rule schemas in HGRP . One type (Program) depends on
the clauses of program P while other 6 types of inference rule schemas are independent of clauses in P but
do depend on which p-strategies are in S.
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� Program: Let F : � G1 : �1; :::; Gk : �k 2 P;G1 : �1 ::: Gk : �kF : �
Note: rules corresponding to clauses with empty body (k = 0) are actually axioms.� A-Composition: Let A1; A2 2 BL ,� 2 SA1 : �1 A2 : �2(A1 �� A2) : c�(�1; �2)� F-Composition: Let A1; : : :Ak; B1 : : :Bk 2 BL,� 2 S(A1 �� : : : �� Ak) : �1 (B1 �� : : : �� Bl) : �2(A1 �� : : : �� Ak �� B1 �� : : : �� Bl) : c�(�1; �2)� Decomposition (cut): Let � 2 S (F �� G) : �F : md�(�)� Clarification: F : �1 F : �2F : �1 \ �2� Exchange: Let A1; : : : ; Ak 2 BL, � 2 S, and let B1; : : : ; Bk be a permutation of A1; : : : ; Ak(A1 �� : : : �� Ak) : �(B1 �� : : : �� Bk) : �� Interval Weakening: F : � � � �1F : �1

3. A finite sequence C1 : : :Cr of annotated formulas is called an HGRP -derivation iff each formulaCj =Fj : �j can be deduced from zero (in the case of axiom), one, or more previous of C1 : : :Cj�1 by applying
one of the inference rules to them. We call formula Cr the result of the HGRP -derivation.

4. An annotated formula C = F : � is derivable in HGRP iff there exists such an HGRP -derivationC1; : : :Cr that Cr = C. We denote it by P `HGRP C,or just by P ` C in the absence of other infer-
ence systems.

The following theorem states that HGRP is a sound inference system.

Theorem 11 (soundness of HGRP ) Let P be an hp�program and letQ be a an hp-formula. If P `HGRP Q,
then P j= Q.

5 Proof Complexity

We are now ready to study the complexity of proofs in this proof system. It is known that all “natural” proof
systems for standard classical propositional logic have proofs of exponential size (see e.g. [31]). In this section
we show that this is not the fact in our proof system HGRP .

The following result states that for programsP 2 HPP 0,HGRP is both a complete inference system and that
the length of the proofs in HGRP is linearly bounded.

Proposition 2 For any P 2 HPP0 and annotated formula F : � if P j= F : � there exists such an HGRP -
derivation C1; : : :Cr that Cr = F : � that r � 10jF j+ 6.
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It is possible to generalize the above result to show that HGRP is a complete inference system for all HPPs P
and further that it guarantees polynomially-sized proofs.

Theorem 12 For any P 2 HPP and annotated formula F : � if P ` F : � then there exists such an HGRP -
derivation C1; : : :Cr that Cr = F : � and r � O(jP j2+ jF : �j).
This result may seem somewhat counterintuitive as it is well-known (see e.g. [28]) that for classical propositional
logic existence of proof systems with polynomially bounded length of proofs implies that NP = coNP . This
is due to the fact that the entailment problem for propositional classical logic is coNP -complete. In contrast, for
hybrid probabilistic logic programs, entailment is NP -complete and our polynomiality bound on proof lengths
therefore does not imply NP = coNP as the search space may involve exponentially many derivations. Still,
this result is interesting, since for many proof systems for classical propositional logic (e.g. resolution based) and
for variety of nonmonotonic logics superpolynomial lower bounds were established ([31, 28]).

6 Conclusions

As described in the introduction, there are numerous kinds of dependencies that might exist between uncertain
events. Probability theory mandates that the probability of a complex event be computed not only in terms of
the probabilities of the primitive events involved, but also it should take into account, dependencies between the
events involved. Pioneering efforts in this area were made by Lakshmanan and Shiri [15]. Hybrid Probabilis-
tic Programs (HPPs) [2] represent one of the first frameworks that allow a logic program to explicitly encode
a variety of different probability assumptions explicitly into the program, for use in inferencing. Most existing
frameworks for uncertainty in logic programming [3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 14, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 29, 9] do not permit this.
A few important initial attempts to incorporate different probabilistic strategies were made by Thone et al.[30],
and Lakshmanan [15], which culminated in an extension of the relational algebra that accommodated different
probabilistic strategies [12].

In this paper, we have made three contributions. First, we have developed algorithms to efficiently perform a va-
riety of computations for hybrid probabilistic programs. Each of these algorithms is “tuned” to fit the class within
which an HPP falls (i.e. class HPP1, HPP2 or HPPr; r � 3). We have given algorithmic complexity analyses
of these problems. To date, with the exception of the work by Kiessling’s group [9, 30] and by Lukasiewicz [22],
almost no work on bottom up algorithms for computing probabilistic logic programs exists. Our algorithms are
the first to apply not only to HPPs, but to have finer complexity bounds for different classes of HPPs.

Second, we have studied the computational complexity of the Entailment and Consistency problems for the
abovementioned classes of HPPs. The results may be neatly summarized via the following table.

Problem HPP1 HPP2 HPPr; r � 3
Entailment polynomial polynomial for composition functions NP-complete

in finc; igc; pcc; igd; pcd; ncdg
Consistency polynomial polynomial for composition functions co-NP-complete

in finc; igc; pcc; igd; pcd; ncdg
In effect, this result says that from the point of view of complexity, it is possible to safely write HPPs over classHPP1 (withany set of compositionstrategies), or over classHPP2 (but with certain composition strategies only),

and be guaranteed a polynomial computation. To our knowledge, this paper is the first paper to contain a detailed
analysis of complexity results in probabilistic logic programs, though [12] contains some results for probabilistic
relational algebra, and [14] contains some results for a different probabilistic framework, and Lukasiewicz[20, 21,
22, 23] proves some elegant complexity results for a mix of multivalued and probabilistic logic programming.

Finally, we have described a proof system for HPPs that guarantees that for every F : � that is a ground logical
consequence of an HPP P , we have a polynomially bounded proof of F : �, which in turn, means that an expla-
nation for F : � is polynomially bounded. Though many proof systems have been developed for annotated logic
programs (notably by Hahnle[7], Henschen and Lu[8], Lu and Leach[16], and Lu, Murray and Rosenthal[18, 19],
these do not apply to probabilistic logic programs Our proof systemHGRP is new (and is also different from the
proof system in [2]), and to our knowledge none of the existing proof systems for annotated logic have been shown
to have polynomially bounded proofs (and hence succinct explanations).
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Appendix. Proofs of the results

This Appendix is included for the convenience of the referees. It may be removed if this paper is accepted
for publication. The paper, together with this appendix, will be available as a University of Maryland Tech-
nical Report.

Proof of Lemma 1.

1. We will use induction on the number of atoms in F to prove that T i+1P (F ) = T i+2P (F ). The statement of
the claim will then follow immediately.

Base case. Let F be an atomic formula.

From def. 12 it follows that ifFiredP (i) = FiredP (i+1) = ; then for any basic formulaF ,SP (T iP )(F ) =SP (T i+1P )(F ).
Since no new rules are fired on steps i and i + 1 the setM i = fh�; �ij(F �� G) : � � F1 : �1 ^ : : :^ Fn : �n 2 P ; (81 � j � n)(T iP (Fj) � �j)g
is equal to the setM i+1 = fh�; �ij(F �� G) : � � F1 : �1 ^ : : :^ Fn : �n 2 P ; (81 � j � n)(T i+1P (Fj) � �j)g:
Then, TP (T iP )(F ) = TP (T i+1P (F )), therefore, T i+1P (F ) = T i+2P (F ).
Induction step. Let F consist of n atoms. Similarly to the atomic case SP (T iP )(F ) = SP (T i+1P )(F )
and the set M 0 in def.13.2 remains the same at steps i and i + 1. Also, for any two basic formulas G
and H such that G �� H = F by induction hypothesis we get that c�(TP (T iP (G)); TP (T iP (H))) =c�(TP (T i+1P (G)); TP (T i+1P (G))). ThenTP (T iP )(F ) = TP (T i+1P (F )), and therefore, T i+1P (F ) = T i+2P (F ).

2. If P consists of m clauses then lfp(TP ) = T 2mP follows immediately from the first claim of the lemma
since for every two steps i, i + 1 at least one new clause from P should be fired.

Proof of Lemma 2.
The proof follows directly from definitions 12 and 13.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let F1; :::; FM be a lexicographically ordered sequence of all formulas of width � N
constructed by atoms and strategies of P . Then M � 2saN : Algorithm LFP constructs a sequence of tablest0; t1; :::; t2m. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the following proposition.

Proposition 3 For every i = 0; 1; : : : ; 2m and for every k = 1; : : :M ti(Fk) = T iP (Fk).
Proof of Proposition 3. We prove this proposition using induction on i.
Base Case. i = 0.

Table t0 is computed in line 1 of the algorithm. For each formula Fj, t0(Fj) is assigned [0; 1], which
is equal to T 0P (Fj).
Induction Step. Assume that after i � 1 iterations of loop 2-11 table ti constructed is such that for
each Fk (1 � k � M ) ti(Fk) = T iP (Fk) and that the set of clauses C deleted via line 5. is equal tofCjactP (C) � ig = [ij=0FiredP (j).
We will show that after i iterations of this loop ti+1(Fk) = T i+1P (Fk) for all (1 � k � M ) and that
the set of clauses deleted on ith iteration via line 5. is exactly FiredP (i + 1).
Since T iP (Fk) = ti(Fk), the set of clauses selected fromP in line 3. on ith iteration of the loop 2.-11.
should belong to [i+1j=0FiredP (j). But by induction hypothesis, after i � 1 iterations of loop 2 – 11
all clauses in [ij=0FiredP (j) are deleted from P . So, if for some clause C, the condition in line 3
is satisfied on ith iteration of the loop, then C 2 FiredP (i+1). All such clauses are then deleted in
executions of line 5. of this iteration of the loop.
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Then the assignment statements in lines 4. and 7. imply that after loop 3.–7. is completed on ith
iteration of the algorithm ti+1(Fk) = ti(Fk) \ (\f�jFk : �  � Body 2 FiredP (i + 1)g) \(\fmd�(�)j(F �� G) : � � Body 2 FiredP (i + 1)g).
If Fk is atomic the condition in line 10. will never be true for it, therefore the assignment statement
in line 11. will never be executed for Fk. Therefore, by Lemma2.1 T i+1P (Fk) = ti+1(Fk) already
after the completion of loop 3.–7.

We proceed by inductiononk to prove that after k executions of loop 8.–11. on ith iteration,T i+1P (Fk) =ti+1(Fk).
Base Case For all k such that Fk is atomic, the statement is true since because T i+1P (Fk) was equal
to ti+1(Fk) even before the first iteration of the loop, and ti+1(Fk) is never changed inside the loop.

Induction Step. Suppose that for each Fj, (j < k), ti+1(Fj) = T i+1P (Fj) after j iterations of loop
8.–11. Notice that ti+1(Fj) will never appear again on the left side of the assignment statement in
any further execution of line 11. Therefore, the value of ti+1(Fj) will not change.
Let M11 be the set of all intervals c�(ti+1(Fj); ti+1(Fl)) which intersect with ti+1(Fk) in line 11.
Since by induction assumption ti+1(Fj) = T i+1P (Fj) and ti+1(Fl) = T i+1P (FL) we get that M11 �fc�(T i+1P (G); T i+1P (H))jFk = G �� Hg. Suppose now that for some basic formulas G;H, Fk =G�H. Then, there exist such numbers j; l < k, thatG = Fj, H = Fl and on iteration j of loop 8.–
11. on iterationk�j of loop 9.–11., the assignment ti+1(Fk) := ti+1(Fk)\c�(ti+1(Fj); ti+1(Fl)) in
line 11. will be executed. Thus c�(T i+1P (G); T i+1P (H)) = c�(ti+1(Fj); ti+1(Fl)) 2M11. ThereforeM11 = fc�(T i+1P (G); T i+1P (H))jFk = G �� Hg. Then, by Lemma2.2 we get that ti+1(FK) =ti(Fk) \ (\f�jFk : �  � Body 2 FiredP (i + 1)g) \ (\fmd�(�)j(F �� G) : �  � Body 2FiredP (i + 1)g) \ (\f�j� 2M11g) = T i+1P (Fk).
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.

Now, from Proposition 3 and Lemma 1 it follows that t2m represents hP = lfp(TP ): We have only to com-
pute the time complexity of the algorithm. Loop 3.–11. will be executed exactly 2m times. The running time of
loop 3.–7. is determined by the running time of the loop 8.–11. which requires O(M2) = O((2saN )2) steps.
Combining together this yields the O(2m(2saN )2) bound.

Proof of Theorem 3.
Our algorithm takes as input P 2 HPP1 and F and produces as output �0 = hP (F ). Then by the definition of
entailment, P j= F : � iff �0 � �. Suppose F = A1 �� : : : �� An; n > 0.

The algorithm proceeds in two steps. In the first step we use procedure LFP1 to compute hP for all atoms inP and F . In the second step, if n > 1 we compute c�(hP (A1); : : : ; hP (An)) and return the obtained interval �0
as the output (if n = 1 then F is equal to some atom A for which we have obtained the value of hP on the first
step. This value will be returned).

Now to compute hP on the set of atoms we use lines (1)–(8) of AlgorithmLFP1. AlgorithmLFP1 iteratively
constructs table t of sizeM such that after i iterationsof the main loop (1)–(8) t(Fj) = T iP (Fj) for all 1 � j � M .
The proof of correctness of algorithmLFP1 is analogous to the proof of correctness of the algorithm LFP from
Theorem 2. This proof uses the following proposition:

Proposition 4 For any P 2 HPP1 and basic formula F = A1 �� : : : �� An
1. for all i � 1 T iP (F ) = c�(T iP (A1); : : : ; T iP (An)).
2. hP (F ) = c�(hP (A1); : : : ; hP (An)).

Proof of Proposition 4. To prove part 1 of the proposition we notice that from Lemma 2.2 it follows
that T i+1P (F ) = T iP \ (\fc�(T i+1P (G); T i+1P (H))jF = G��Hg). Then using double induction oni and on width(F ) and the properties of associativity and commutativity of c� we get the required
result.

Part 2 follows immediately from part 1.

Proposition 4.2 also assures us that �0 = c�(hP (A1); : : : ; hP (An)) computed in line (9) the algorithm and re-
turned as output is indeed equal to hP (F ) which our algorithms claims to compute.
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To evaluate the complexity of this algorithm we note that it is determined by the complexity of loop (1)–(8).
Its running time is O(2mM ) � O(jP j2) because M � jP j . The running time of line (9) and comparison of �0
and � is O(jF : �j).
Proof of Proposition 1. Proof (1)If-part. Since P 2 HPP 0 then all it’s clauses belong to FiredP (0) andhP (F ) = T 1P (F ): Let given F A = f�jF : � 2 Pg, B = fmd�(�)j(F �� G) : � 2 Pg; and C =fc�(hP (G); hP (H))jF = G�� Hg. We will use induction on width of F .
Base case. Let F be an atomic formula. By Lemma 2.1 we get hP (F ) = [0; 1]\Tf�j� 2 Ag \Tf�j� 2 Bg.
Then hP (F ) = �1 \ �2 for some intervals �1; �2 2 A[B [f[0; 1]g. Let hP (F ) = [y; z]. Assume without loss
of generality that �1 = [y1; z1]; �2 = [y2; z2]; and z = minfz1; z2g = z1. Since P j= F : [0; x] then z1 � x.
Now set F1 = F and x1 = z1. If �1 2 A then for some k F1 = F = Hk and �1 = [y1; z1] = [ak; bk]. So,x1 � bk. If �1 2 B then for some k Hk = F �� H0k and �1 = md�([ak; bk]) = [y1; z1] � [0; x1]. In the both
cases condition (i) is satisfied. To establish (ii) it’s enough to notice that c2(x1) = x1 = z1 � x:
Induction step. Suppose that for all formulas of width less than n � 2 Proposition 1 (1) is valid. Let F =B1 �� ::: �Bn; (n � 2).

By Lemma 2.2 we get hP (F ) = [0; 1]\Tf�j� 2 Ag\Tf�j� 2 Bg\Tf�j� 2 Cg. Then hP (F ) = �1\�2
for some intervals �1; �2 2 A [ B [ C [ f[0; 1]g. Let hP (F ) = [y; z]. Assume without loss of generality that�1 = [y1; z1]; �2 = [y2; z2]; and z = minfz1; z2g = z1. Since P j= F : [0; x] then z1 � x. If �1 2 A [ B
we proceed as in the basic case. If �1 2 C then F = G �� H for some formulas G;H of width less than n,
and �1 = c�(hP (G); hP (H)). Let hP (G) = [yG; zG] and hP (H) = [yH ; zH ]. Since P j= F : [0; x] we
deduce that c�(hP (G); hP (H)) = c�([yG; zG]; [yH; zH ]) � [0; x] and therefore c2�(zG; zH ) � x. ¿From the
definition of bounds zG and zH it follows that P j= G : [0; zG] and P j= H : [0; zH ]. Then by the induction as-
sumption there exist such two sequence of bounds u1; :::; us and v1; :::; vp and two partions G = G1 �� ::: �� Gs
and H = H1 �� ::: �� Hp which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1 (1). Uniting these sequences
of bounds and partitions we get the sequence of bounds x1 = u1; :::; xs = us; xs+1 = v1; :::; xs+p = vp of
the length k = s + p and partition of F = G1 �� ::: �� Gs �� H1 �� ::: �� Hp which satisfies condition (i).
To prove (ii) we notice that c2�(u1; :::; us) � zG and c2�(v1; :::; vp) � zH and due to monotonicity of c2� we getc2�(x1; :::; xk) = c2�(c2�(u1; :::; us); c2�(v1; :::; vp)) � c2(zG; zH ) � x.
The proof of Only-If part of proposition follows immediately from Lemma 2. It’s enough to notice that from
condition (i) it follows that for every Fj in the partition of F hP (Fj) � [0; xj].

The proof of (2) is on the same lines as the proof of (1) with minor changes.

Proof of Lemma 4. The proof of point (1) follows directly from Lemma 2. Points (2) and (3) follows from (1).

Proof of Lemma 5. The proof of correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemmas 3 and 4. If for all i setsFired(i) are guessed correctly in line (3) then the loop in lines (4)-(8) can (nondeterministically) confirm this
guess. If so, then in line (9), the set Pi is defined correctly. Then after finishing the loop in lines (2)-(10), set P2m
consists of the heads of all fired clauses and call of Ent-HPP 0 in line (11) can correctly establish if P2m j= F :[a; b] which due to Lemma 4.3 assures the required result.

To evaluate complexity of the algorithm we notice that the total number of calls of algorithm Ent-HPP 0 in
line (6) does not exceed number of formulas in bodies of all clauses of P . Let tEnt�HPP0 (P ) denotes the max-
imal time among all calls of Ent-HPP 0. Then the length tEnt�HPP (P; F : [a; b]) of the shortest successful
computation of algorithm Ent-HPP on input (P; F : [a; b]) can be bounded as tEnt�HPP (P; F : [a; b]) �O(jP jtEnt�HPP0 + jF : [a; b]j)� pol(jP j+ jF : [a; b]) for some polynomial pol(N ).
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2.
The proof will proceed in two stages. In the first stage we use the nondeterministic polynomial time algorithm
Ent-HPP0 to solve the entailment problem for the class HPP 0 programs consisting only in facts, i.e. HPP 0 =S1i=1HPPi;0. At the second stage this algorithm will be extended to all programs of HPP .

Proof of Theorem 5.
Upper bound follows by Theorem 3.2.2.

To prove the lower bound we show that well-known NP-complete problem 3-Dimensional Matching (3-DM) is
reducible in polynomial time to the entailment problem for class HPP3;0. Let I be any instance of 3-dimensional
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matching problem, consisting of three sets W;X and Y of equal size q and a set of triples M � W � X � Y .I 23-DM iff there is a complete matching, i.e. such subset M 0 � M of size q that W = fwj < w; x; y >2M 0; X = fxj < w; x; y >2M 0g and Y = fyj < w; x; y >2M 0g. We use I to construct HPP-program P and
query F : � such that I 2 3-DM iff P j= F : �.

As a strategy we choose the conjunctive independence strategy, with cinc defined in Example 1 as follows:cinc([a; b]; [c; d]) = [ac; bd]. Program P uses atoms of the set A = W [X [ Y . For every < w; x; y >2M we
include in P the clause:w ^inc x^inc y : [0; 0:5] :
Let F : � = Vincfaja 2 Ag : [0; 0:5q].

It is easy to check that for every atom a 2 A hP (a) = [0; 1], for every pair of atoms (a; b) hP (a^incb) = [0; 1]
and for every triple (a; b; c) which is not constitute the head of some clause of P hP (a^inc b^inc c) = [0; 1]:Of
course, ifw^incx^inc y is the head of some clause of P then hP (w^incx^inc y) = [0; 0:5]. Suppose now thatI 23-DM and M 0 is it’s complete matching. Then F can be partitioned by q triples corresponding to the heads
of clauses of P :F = Vinc(w ^inc x ^inc yj < w; x; y >2M 0g:
This implies that hP (F ) � ci([0; 0:5]; :::; [0;0:5]) = [0; 0:5q]; and P j= F : [0; 0:5q]:

On the other hand, ifP j= F : [0; 0:5q] then hP (F ) � [0; 0:5q]: It is possible only if F can be partitioned
into q subformulas: F = F1 ^inc : : : ^inc Fq such that each Fi; 1 � i � q; is a head of some clause of P .
Indeed, any other partition of F which includes k < q heads of clauses of P provides interval [0; 0:5k]: But[0; 0:5k] 6� [0; 0:5q].

Then the set M 0 = f< wi; xi; yi > jFi = wi ^inc xi ^inc yi; i = 1; :::; qg evidently is a complete matching
and I 23-DM.

Proof of Theorem 6.
Due to Lemma 4 any problem 00P j= F : � ?00 for P 2 HPP2 can be reduced in polynomial time to polynomial
number of entailment problems of the form 00P 0 j= F 0 : �0 ?00 for programs P 0 2 HPP2;0. So we will suppose
that P 2 HPP2;0.

We will prove the theorem for F = a1 ^� ::: ^� an; where ai 2 BL for i = 1; :::; n. The proof for formulasF = a1 _� ::: _� an; will be analogous. Without loss of generality one can assume that the width of F is even,
i.e. n = 2m (otherwise one can add a new true fact t in the query and in P : P j= F : �() P [ ft : [1; 1]g j=F ^� t : �).

Using algorithm LFP of theorem 2 we compute (in polynomial time) the least fixpointhP (ai ^� aj) = �i;j = [ai;j; bi;j] for any pair 1 � i < j � 2m. Define now a new program P 0 2 HPP2;0
consisting of 2m(2m � 1) clauses of the form ai ^� aj : �i;j. From proposition 1 it follows that P j= F :� () P 0 j= F : �. Now let c� = hc1�; c2�i. Define undirected graph G = G(P 0; F ) = (V;E) as follows:V = fa1; :::; a2mg; E = f(ai; aj)j1 � i < j � 2mg, and attach to it two weight functions: w1(ai; aj) = ai;j
and w2(ai; aj) = bi;j: Then the theorem follows from

Proposition 5 P 0 j= F : [a; b]() fG;w1; ag 2 GWMmax(c1�) and fG;w2; bg 2 GWMmin(c2�):
Proof =) If P 0 j= F : [a; b] then by proposition 1 there are two partitions of F into heads (or subformulas of
heads) of clauses of P 0: F = G1 ^� ::: ^� Gk = H1 ^� ::: ^� Hl such that c1�(hP 0 (G1); :::; hP 0(Gk)) � a
and c2�(hP 0 (H1); :::; hP 0(Hl)) � b (where for any formula E we set hP 0 (E) = [h1P 0(E); h2P 0 (E)]). Now we
can assume that k = l = m and all Gi’s and Hj’s are the heads of clauses of P 0. Indeed, if e.g. G1 = ai
and G2 = aj then we can combine them into the head ai ^� aj because c�(hP 0 (ai); hP 0(aj)) � hP 0 (ai ^�aj) = �i;j and therefore c1�(h1P 0 (ai); h1P 0(aj)) � ai;j. Then it is easy to check that the first of these partitionsfG1; :::; Gmg corresponds to the complete matching fep = (ai; aj)jGp = ai ^� aj; 1 � p � mg which
solves the matching problem fG;w1; ag 2 GWMmax(c1�), and the second partition fH1; :::;Hmg corresponds
to the complete matching fe0p = (ai; aj)jGp = ai ^� aj; 1 � p � mg which solves the matching problemfG;w2; bg 2 GWMmin(c2�):(= It is easy to see that two complete matchings for problems fG;w1; ag 2 GWMmax(c1�) and fG;w2; bg 2GWMmin(c2�) provides two partitions of F which satisfy conditions of (1) and (2) of proposition 1. Then by this
proposition P 0 j= F : [a; b].
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Proof of Theorem 7.
Suppose that we have a problem of class GWMmax(c1). Then given a graph G = hV;Ei; weight function w :E ! [0; 1]; and a goal function c1, one can define the composition function c� = (c1;min) and construct the
hp-program P = P (G;w) which for every edge e = (vi; vj) 2 E includes the clause vi ^� vj : [w(e); 1]: Then
there exists a complete matching fe1; :::; emg � E such that c1(w(e1); :::; w(em)) � B iff P j= v1^� :::^�v2m :[B; 1]:

Analogously, one can reduce a problem of GWMmin(c2).
Proof of Theorem 9. As in the proof of theorem 6 lemma 4 allows us to reduce consistency problem for HPP2
to consistency problem for HPP2;0.

Let nowP 2 HPP2;0 be a program over set S of p-strategies that uses atoms from the setA = fA1; : : : ; A2mg
and only those. By lemma 6 it is sufficient to check the consistency of all formulas of formF = A1�� : : :��A2m,� 2 S. As in theorem 6 we construct (in polynomial time) program P 0 2 HPP2;0 which consists of all possible
clauses of the form Ai �� Aj : hP (Ai �� Aj)  �. From proposition 1 it follows that P is inconsistent iff
for some strategy � 2 S for formula F = A1 �� : : : �� A2m there exist two partitions of F into subformulasF = G1 �� : : :�� Gm and F = H1 �� : : :��Hm where all G1; : : : ; Gm and H1; : : : ;Hm are heads of clauses inP 0, such that there exist such numbers 0 � b < a � 1 thatc�(hP (G1); : : :hP (Gm)) � [0; b] andc�(hP (H1); : : :hP (Hm)) � [a; 1].

To verify the existence of such partitions it is sufficient to optimize two General Weighted Matching Problems.
Indeed, let graphG(P 0; F ) = hV;Ei and two weight functionsw1 and w2 be defined as in theorem 6. Then using
standard dichotomy technique one can find such minimal b0 and maximal a0 that fG;w2; b0g 2 GWMmin(c2�)
and fG;w1; a0g 2 GWMmax(c1�) and check if b0 < a0.
Proof of Theorem 10. Algorithm InCon is easily seen to be in NP.

To prove that inconsistency problem is NP-hard we notice that entailment problem for consistent HPP s is
reducible in polynomial time to the inconsistency problem. To see why, suppose P is consistent. Then it is easy
to check that for any annotated formula F : � P j= F : � iff the following program P 0 is inconsistent. P 0 =P [ fz : [0; 0:1] F : �g [ fz : [0:2; 0:3] F : �g.

Now it follows from Theorem 5 (on NP-completeness of the entailment problem) that inconsistency problem
is NP-hard even for class HPP3;0.
Proof of Theorem 11.

We prove soundness of the system HGRP by showing that every axiom and rule of the system preserves truth.

Let h be any model of program P , i.e. h j= P .� Axioms. Let A 2 BL. By definition of a formula function h(A) � [0; 1], therefore, h j= A : [0; 1].� Program. Let F : �  � G1 : �1 ^ : : : ^ Gk : �k be a rule of P . Let h j= G1 : �1,: : :, h j= Gk : �k.
Then, h j= G1 : �1 ^ : : : ^ Gk : �k. Since h j= F : �  � G1 : �1 ^ : : : ^ Gk : �k, by definition of
satisfaction we conclude, h j= F : �.� A-Composition. Let A1; A2 2 BL and h j= A1 : �1 and h j= A2 : �2. Let � be some p-strategy from S.
Then, by the definition of a formula function,h(A1��A2) � c�(h(A1); h(A2)). By the monotonicityprop-
erty of composition function, and since h(A1) � �1 and h(A2) � �2, h(A1��A2) � c�(h(A1); h(A2)) �c�(�1; �2) and therefore, h j= (A1 �r hoA2) : c�(�1; �2).� F-Composition. LetA1; : : :A;B1 : : :Bl 2 BL and h j= (A1�� : : :��Ak) : �1 andh j= B1�rho : : :��Bl :�2 for some p-strategy � 2 S.

Then, by the definition of a formula function, h(A1 �� : : : �� Ak �� B1 �� : : : �� Bl) � c�(h(A1 �� : : : ��Ak); h(B1 �� : : :��Bl)). By the monotonicity property of composition function, and since h(A1 �� : : :��Ak) � �1 and h(B1 �� : : : �� Bl) � �2 we get h(A1 �� : : : �� Ak �� B1 �� : : : �� Bl) � c�(�1; �2), i.e.,h j= (A1 �� : : : �� Ak �� B1 �� : : : �� Bl) : c�(�1; �2).� Decomposition. Let h j= H : � and H = F �� G. By the Commutativity property of formula functions,h(H) = h(F ��G) � �. Then, by the Decomposition property of formula functions, h(F ) � md�(h(F ��
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G)). Since h(F �� G) � �, md�(h(F �� G)) � md�(�)1 Therefore h j= F : md�(h(F �� G)) andh j= F : md�(�).� Clarification. Let h j= F : �1 and h j= F : �2. Then h(F ) � �1 and h(F ) � �2. Therefore h(F ) ��1 \ �2, hence, h j= F : �1 \ �2.� Exchange. Let h j= (A1 �� : : : �� Ak) : � and let B1; : : : ; Bk be a permutation of A1; : : : ; Ak. By
the commutativity property of formula functions h(B1 �� : : : �� Bk) = h(A1 �� : : : �� Ak) � �. Thenh j= (B1 �� : : : �� Bk) : �.� Interval Weakening. Let h j= F : � and � � �1. Since h(F ) � �, also h(F ) � �1 and thereforeh j= F : �1.

Proof of Proposition 2.
Let P 2 HPP 0 and P j= F : [a; b]. Let us fix two partitionsofF ,F = G1�� : : :��Gk andF = H1��: : :�rhoHl
that and numbers x1; : : : ; xk, y1; : : : ; yl which satisfy proposition 1. Then a canonical proof C1; : : : ; Cr = F :[a; b] of F : [a; b] can be constructed in the following way:

1. The last formula, Cr = F : [a; b] is obtained by the interval weakening rule applied to formula Cr�1 =F : [a0; b0] for some [a0; b0] � [a; b];
2. The inference rule of clarification is used only once in the entire proof to obtain a formula Cr�1 = F :[a0; b0] from two formulas Cr�2 = F : [a0; 1],Cr�3 = F : [0; b0].
3. Formula Cr�2 = F : [a0; 1] is obtained via the rule of exchange from formula Cr�4 = F 0 : [a0; 1] whereF 0 is a formula which is a permutation of atoms in F .

4. Formula Cr�3 = F : [0; b0] is obtained via the rule of exchange from formula Cr�5 = F 00 : [0; b0] whereF 00 is a formula which is a permutation of atoms in F .

5. For some integer s < r � 5 such that C1; : : :Cs; Cr�5 = F 00 : [0; b0] is a proof of F 00 : [0; b0] andCs+1; : : :Cr�6; Cr�4 = F 0 : [a0; 1] is proof of F 0 : [a0; 1].
6. In partitionF 0 = G1 �� : : :��Gk, for every i if Gi is a head of a clause Gi : [a0i; b0i] � the proof includes

two formulas:

(a) Gi : [a0i; b0i] (as an axiom);

(b) Gi : �i, �i = [xi; 1] (obtained from previous formula by the rule of interval weakening).

If Gi is a subformula of some head of a clause H = Gi �� H 0 : [a0i; b0i]  � of P the proof includes the
following four formulas:

(a) H : [a0i; b0i] (as an axiom);

(b) Gi �� H0 : [a0i; b0i] (obtained from previous formula by the rule of exchange);

(c) Gi : [ci; di] where [ci; di] = md�([a0i; b0i]) (obtained by decomposition rule from previous formula);

(d) Gi : �i, �i = [xi; 1] ((obtained from previous formula by the rule of interval weakening).

After all the formulasGi : �i (i 2 f1; : : : ; kg) are derived, the proof of F 0 : [a0; 1] will contain the formulaG1 �� G2 : c�(�1; �2) obtained from G1 : �1 and G2 : �2 by either A-composition or F-composition
rule (depending on whether both G1 and G2 are atomic) and for all 2 < i � k the formula G1 �� : : : ��Gi : c�(�1; : : : ; �i) which is obtained by the rule of F-composition from formulas G1 �� : : : �� Gi�1 :c�(�1; : : : ; �i�1) and Gi : �i.
The last of such formulas, G1 �� : : : �� Gk : c�(�1; : : : ; �k) = F 0 : [0; a0] = Cr�4.

7. The proof of Cr�5 = F 00 : [0; b0] is constructed from the partition F 00 = H1 �� : : : �r hoHl in a manner
similar to the construction of the proof of F 0 : [0; a0] = Cr�4 on previous step.

1Let [a; b] � [a0; b0]. If � is a conjunctive p-strategy, thenmd�([a; b]) = [a;1] � [a0; 1] = md�([a0; b0]). If � is a disjunctive p-strategy
then md�([a; b]) = [0; b] � [0; b0] = mdrho([a0; b0 ]).
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We can now compute the length of the proof constructed as above. It is bounded by 5(k+ l)+6 � 10jF j+6.

Proof of Theorem 12.
If P 2 HPP then we can construct the proof of F : � in two stages. At the first stage we will derive all
formulas of P0; P1; : : :P2m (as defined in theorem 3.2.2) where m is the number of clauses in P . If a clauseCj 2 FiredP (i + 1) n FiredP (i) and Cj = D : �  � D1 : �1 ^ : : : ^ Ds : �s then Pi j= Dl : �l for all1 � l � s and we include in our proof the proofs of all Dl : �l and using them will derive D : � via the rule
program which corresponds to the clause Cj.

At the second stage we use the construction from proposition 2 to derive F : � using the formulas of P2m
derived during the first stage.

The number of formulas of formDi : �i we derived at the first stage of the proof less than the length of P . The
length of each Di is less then the length of P as well. So, the total length of the proof is less then O(jP j2+ jF j).
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